LIVE SCORE
and Statistics

PLEASE WELCOME OUR LIVE SCORE AND STATISTICS PAGES WITH A NEW DESIGN AND RICHER CONTENT.
Today’s players demand engaging content to aid their decision-making behavior for bet placement and for repeat
visitation to your iGaming brand. Our renewed Live Score and Statistics provide clients with
Live Results from 19 diﬀerent sports, across a wide range of countries and championships.
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OUR HIGHLIGHTS
The new Live Score comes with E-Sports and the First in the world Table Football,
in addition to all the Sports we’ve been already providing.
Our Football alone includes 150+ countries and about 1,000+ local and international championships.
Over 3000+ championships/tournaments.
Table, Stats, H2H are available for all sports and games.
150+ championships of Football also oﬀer Lineups, Stats, Formations, with Match Event Center updates.
The odds on the Live Score page are deep-linked with the Sportsbook, allowing a quick and smooth customer journey from Live
Score/Stats to Betslip.
The overall number of monthly matches is 70,000+.
A special added functionality to review the video recording
of the goals in matches of top leagues, which appear on
the website maximum within 2 minutes after the goal.
Our multi-lingual system enables eﬀortlessly adding on
demand any desired language to the already installed list
of the following 12 languages: English, Russian, Spanish,
German, Turkish, Chinese, Persian, Serbian, Croatian,
Bosnian, Portuguese and Armenian.

LIVE SCORE
and Statistics

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE-MENTIONED HIGHLIGHTS
OUR NEW LIVE SCORE HAS BEEN ENRICHED WITH:
The number of championships and games, which have increased by about 50% almost in all Sports, as compared to
the previous version.
Notiﬁcations on championships and events taking place during the games. By clicking on the bell next to the game,
get a notiﬁcation on any change of the game's status (both in desktop and mobile version).
A new column showing which team will play in the international tournaments and which will be left out of the league.
Even more detailed information, with complete playlists and detailed statistics about the teams. All the countries and
tournaments are not only in the games of the day, but also have their own separate pages, where players can see both
the upcoming games and the previous ones.
All-in-one window Match Center, with probable lineups, injuries, h2h, formations, suspended players, names of referees
and stadium, detailed statistics, and much more of what players need to know before, during and after the game.
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We oﬀer detailed information
about the list of players, weather
forecasts, statistics, pundits,
and on-ﬁeld conditions, all the
major tournament data and detailed
information about the players.

We have a broad range of real-time
data tools. Their ﬂexible design
provides easy integration to save both
time and money and allows operators
to create their own branded solutions
with all available data components.

These can be arranged in your style and
brand design, as a single system has
been developed for all skins, where by
changing only 3 colors and giving us a
few logos and the background, you'll get
your new skin and any number of URLs
for the given skin within only 24 hours

DIGITAIN’S SPORTSBOOK SOFTWARE
Provides ﬂexible, fast, fully customizable and localized
product to ﬁt all customers' requirements. We oﬀer
multi-channel; Turnkey, White Label, Modular API,
Mobile and Retail solutions to secure easy integration with
an already existing platform/start-up, or whether you are an
online casino operator or land-based sportsbook vendor.
Our mobile solution supports almost the entire function
of the website. We oﬀer 4 types of ﬂexible layout views
for diﬀerent regions that can be easily applied for the
Sportsbook:Standard, African, Asian and Paper.
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